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Colorado Baker Targeted Again by Anti-Christian Left
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In its ruling in another lawsuit against
Colorado baker Jack Phillips, the Colorado
Court of Appeals last Thursday said its
decision wasn’t biased against him just
because he is a Christian:

These proceedings were not marked
by any hostility toward Masterpiece
[his bakery design business] or
Phillips, or by a desire to punish or
target them based on their religious
views.

Of course they weren’t. Ignore the fact that
two of the three judges ruling unanimously
against Phillips had been appointed by far-
left Governor Jared Polis, who is “married”
to a man, and the third by Governor John
Hickenlooper who, while a senator, racked
up a treasonous Freedom Index score of 5
out of 100. This reflects Hickenlooper’s
complete and utter disregard for any
constitutional limitations on governmental
power, especially in the realm of free speech
and the free exercise of religion.

The entire lawsuit was a setup from the beginning.

Following a modest victory for the baker in Masterpiece Cakeshop v. Colorado Civil Rights Commission
(where the Supreme Court decided in June 2018 that the “civil rights” commission had so grievously
expressed its anti-Christian and anti-religious zeal that they ruled, 7-2, against the commission and in
favor of Phillips), a queer lawyer from Denver asked Phillips to make a cake celebrating his transition
from a man to a woman. He wanted Phillips to create a custom-designed cake that would be pink
(female) on the inside and (blue) male on the outside.

The call was made the very same day that the high court agreed to hear Phillips’ case. And just to make
sure that Phillips — and every other Christian wishing to enjoy his First Amendment rights — got the
message, the queer mouthpiece for the commission called back to ask Phillips to make another cake
depicting Satan smoking marijuana. The man/woman interposer said he/she wanted to “correct the
errors of [Phillips’] thinking.”

The attorney filed a complaint with the commission, which was prepared to go after Phillips again until
the Alliance Defending Freedom (ADF) informed them that if they did, the ADF was prepared, once
again, to defend Phillips.

When the commission decided to back away and settle (details undisclosed), the queer attorney filed
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suit in state court. The state court ruled against Phillips (surprise!), declaring that “the act of baking a
pink cake with blue frosting does not constitute protected speech under the First Amendment.”

In its press release following the state court’s ruling against Phillips, the ADF announced that it will
appeal once again to the high court. This time the high court will have a second chance to rule in favor
of Phillips’ First Amendment right, which they avoided in their earlier ruling.

The ADF is also defending Denver business owner and website designer Lorie Smith, owner of 303
Creative, over the same issue. That issue, according to the ADF, is whether elected government officials
or unelected bureaucrats, as is the case with Colorado’s civil rights commission, have the power to
inhibit individuals’ God-given rights to worship Him as they so desire and run their businesses
accordingly.  

The ADF, with all due respect, misses the point. The anti-religion, anti-Christian Left doesn’t care
whether Phillips makes a blue and pink cake, or whether Lorie Smith designs a website celebrating an
event that violates her religious beliefs. What they do care deeply about is that the message is
delivered: Thou shalt not express Christian beliefs in the public square. Anyone who does so will be
subjected to the same torments of hell being visited upon Phillips and Smith.

Related articles:

SCOTUS Appears Favorable to Web Developer in Lawsuit Against Colorado Anti-discrimination Law

Was Masterpiece Cakeshop Decision a Victory for Religious Liberty?
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